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An explicit formula is derived for the Hamilton Jacobi equation ut+H(u, Du)=0
on (0, )_Rn with u(0, x)=g(x). The hamiltonian H(#, p) is assumed to be non-
decreasing in # # R1 and convex and positively homogeneous of degree 1 in p # Rn.
The unique solution is given by
u(t, x)=min
y # R n \h \x&yt +6 g( y )+ .
where h is a quasiconvex function given as the quasiconvex dual of H, that is,
h(q)=inf[# # R1 : H(#, p)p } q, \p].  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
The HopfLax formula for the solution of the Cauchy problem
ut+F(Du)=0 (t, x) # (0, )_Rn, u(0, x)=g(x)
is given by
u(t, x)= min
y # Rn \tF* \
x&y
t ++g( y)+ . (1.1)
The function F : Rn  R1 is assumed to be convex and coercive in the sense
that
lim
| p|  
F( p)
| p|
=+.
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The function F* is the Legendre Fenchel transform, or first conjugate of F
namely
F*(q)=sup[ p } q&F( p): p # Rn].
When F is convex, it is known that
F( p)=sup[ p } q&F*(q): q # Rn]=F**( p).
It is known that the function u is the unique viscosity solution of the
Cauchy problem and if g is Lipschitz continuous, then u is Lipschitz also.
Consequently, by Rademacher's theorem, u solves the equation in the
almost everywhere sense as well. The best reference for these and other
facts concerning the HopfLax formula is the set of published lecture notes
of Evans [9], who is also responsible for many of the original proofs of
these facts (see also [10]). The present paper owes much Evans' notes.
The major restriction involved in the HopfLax formula is the fact that
F is not allowed to depend on t, x or u. The reason for this is that the for-
mula is derived from a variational characterization of the function u in
which straight lines are proved to be the optimal trajectories. When time
or space dependence is allowed it is very unlikely that this will be the case.
The variational problem is derived by identifying F=F** as the hamilto-
nian of the calculus of variations problem with cost J[!]=g(!(0))+
t0 F*(!4 (s)) ds.
In a recent paper [4] a theory of first and second conjugates was
developed for quasiconvex functionsfunctions whose level sets are
convex. This was studied because quasiconvex functions are the natural
analogue to consider when one is concerned with cost functionals of the
type J[!]=g(!(0)) 6 ess sup[0, t] h(!4 (s)), i.e., functionals on L. Refer as
well to [1, 2, 5, 6]. One will see that the hamiltonian arising in such
problems is of the form H(u, Du) where H is convex in Du, but u
dependence arises in a nontrivial way, not covered by any previous results.
This was the motivation for believing that a HopfLax-type formula
was possible for problems of the form ut+H(u, Du)=0. However, a
characterization using the results of [4] required that H(#, p) be positively
homogeneous of degree 1 in p, another stringent restriction. This is what
we must trade for allowing u dependence and retaining straight lines as
optimal trajectories, but now in an L functional.
We will now show formally that there are two reasonably obvious
categories of Hamilton Jacobi equations for which the characteristics are
straight lines. The characteristics, of course, are the optimal trajectories in
any associated variational problem. The categories are H=H( p), i.e., H
independent of u, and H=H(u, p) with H( } , p) homogeneous, degree 1. So
consider ut+H(u, Du)=0. The characteristic system of ordinary differen-
tial equations is given by
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!4 (t)=Hp('(t), p(t)) (1.2)
'* (t)=&H('(t), p(t))+p(t) } Hp('(t), p(t)) (1.3)
p* (t)=&Hu('(t), p(t)) } p(t). (1.4)
If we desire the trajectories to be straight lines, we must have
Hp('(t), p(t))=C=constant vector. If we assume this condition holds, we
differentiate both sides with respect to t to obtain
0=Hup } '* +Hpp } p* =Hup(&H+p } Hp)&HppHu } p,
or
Hup(&H+p } Hp)&Hpp } p } Hu=0. (1.5)
If H is independent of u, Hu=0 and Hup=0 and (1.5) can be satisfied. This
is the classical case leading to formula (1.1).
Alternatively, if we want to permit u dependence in H, we first notice
that if we choose the factor &H+p } Hp=0, we recognize this as the Euler
relation for functions which are homogeneous degree 1, i.e., H(#, *p)=
*H(#, p). Let's assume it. In addition, if we differentiate twice with respect
to * and set *=1 we get that p } Hpp } pT=0, where pT is the transpose of
p. But, if H is convex in p, Hpp is a nonnegative definite matrix and so it
must be the case that Hpp=0. Thus, if we assume that H is convex in p,
the second term in (1.5) vanishes as well.
What we have shown is that we can get (1.5) to be satisfied in two cases,
viz., when H is independent of u, or when H is homogeneous degree 1 in
p and convex in p. This may not, certainly, exhaust the possibilities, but,
with the conclusion of this paper the two easiest cases are now done.
Many open questions remain. For instance, what are the allowable
hypotheses on H so that the optimal trajectories are not necessarily
straight lines, but quadratic, for example. Any answer to such questions
should yield a formula for more general hamiltonians than those currently
known.
Throughout this paper will use the notation that a 6 b=max[a, b],
a7 b=min[a, b], and AC[a, b] is the class of absolutely continuous func-
tions on [a, b].
2. Statement of the Problem
We are considering the following Hamilton Jacobi problem in 0=
(0, )_Rn,
ut+H(u, Du)=0, (t, x) # 0 (2.1)
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with initial condition
u(0, x)=g(x), x # Rn. (2.2)
The hamiltonian H: R1_Rn  R1 is assumed to satisfy the following
conditions:
(A1) H(#, p) is nondecreasing in # # R1 for any p # Rn;
(A2) H(#, p) is convex in p # Rn for any fixed # # R1;
(A3) H(#, *p)=*H(#, p) for all *0, i.e., H is positively
homogeneous of degree 1 in p # Rn;
(A4) H(#, p) is upper semicontinuous in # # R1 and continuous in
p # Rn.
Now we recall the definition of conjugate functions from [4].
Definition 2.1. Define h: Rn  R1 by
h(q)=inf[#: H(#, p)p } q, \p # Rn]. (2.3)
Also, define the function H**: R1_Rn  R1
H**(#, p)=sup[ p } q: h(q)#]. (2.4)
The first theorem summarizes some basic properties of these functions.
Theorem 2.1. Assume (A1)(A4).
(a) The function h is quasiconvex and lower semicontinuous on Rn.
(b) H(#, p)#H**(#, p) for all (#, p).
Remark 2.1. As mentioned in the introduction, to say that h is a
quasiconvex function means that the level sets of h are all convex sets.
Equivalently, h is quasiconvex if
h(*q1+(1&*) q2)max[h(q1), h(q2)], \0*1, q1 , q2 # Rn.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Most of part (a) was proved in [4] but we give
the easy proof here for completeness.
Let q1 , q2 # Rn and 0*1. Suppose that h(qi)y, i=1, 2. From the
definition of h, we obtain H( y, p)p } qi , i=1, 2, for any p # Rn. Thus,
H( y, p)*p } q1+(1&*) p } q2=p } [*q1+(1&*) q2], \p.
Consequently, h(*q1+(1&*) q2)y, and this proves that h is quasiconvex.
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To see that h is lower semicontinuous, let qn  q. Given =>0 select #n so
that H(#n , p)p } qn , \p and h(qn)#nh(qn)+=. Assuming lim inf h(qn)<
+, we see that [#n] is a bounded sequence in R1 and so we may assume
that #n  #0 . Then #0lim inf h(qn)+= and H(#0 , p)p } q for any p.
Consequently, h(q)#0 , which says that h is lower semicontinuous.
To prove part (b) we need the lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Let (A1)(A4) hold. Then inf [h(q): q # Rn]=&.
Furthermore,
lim
|q|  
h(q)=+. (2.5)
Proof. Let M # R1. Assumption (A3), the fact that H( } , p) is positively
homogeneous of degree 1, implies that H(M, 0)=0. Thus, H(M, } ) passes
through the origin of Rn+1. Since H(M, p) is convex in p, there is a sup-
porting hyperplane at the origin. That is, there exists q0 # Rn such that
H(M, p)p } q0 for all p # Rn. From the definition of h we conclude that
h(q0)M. The fact that M is arbitrary now implies the first conclusion of
the lemma.
Set q=*', with *>0 and |'|=1. Then
h(q)=h(*')=inf[#: H(#, p)p } *', \p]=inf[#: H(#, p*)p } ', \p]
since H( } , p) is positively homogeneous of degree 1. But, if *  , for any
fixed # and p, lim*   H(#, p*)=H(#, 0)=0 and so [#: H(#, 0)
p } ' \p]=<. This immediately implies that (2.5) must be true. K
To see now that (b) holds, we observe that the fact that infq h(q)=&
means that for any #, the set [q # Rn : h(q)#] is nonempty. We conclude,
using (A4) and [4], Proposition 2.5, that H**=H. K
Remark 2.2. From Theorem 2.1 and the definition of H**, the fact that
H is never & also tells us that the set [q # Rn: h(q)#] is nonempty for
every # # R1. Of course this implies the conclusion of the lemma, but we
have chosen to prove the result from first principles.
Consider the following example.
Example. H(#, p)=e# | p|. This function satisfies all of (A1)(A4). We
compute h. The inequality
H(#, p)=e# | p|p } q, \p # Rn
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holds, if and only if e#|q| , or #log |q|. Therefore, h(q)=log |q|. Then
it is easy to verify that
sup[ p } q: log |q|#]=e# | p|.
We shall also use the following characterization of a lower semicon-
tinuous quasiconvex function developed in [4].
Lemma 2.3. Let f : Rn  R1 be quasiconvex and lower semicontinuous.
Then
f (q)=sup[ p } q 7 #&f *(#, p): (#, p) # Rn+1], (2.6)
where
f *(#, p)=sup[ p } q 7 #&f (q): q # Rn]. (2.7)
Remark 2.3. An equivalent and often more convenient form is
f (q)=sup[( p } q&f *(#, p)) 7 #: (#, p) # Rn+1], (2.8)
where
f *(#, p)=sup[ p } q&f (q) : g % f ( g)#]. (2.9)
We will use this lemma to develop the extension of Jensen's inequality
to quasiconvex functions. This lemma should have the same utility when
dealing with quasiconvex functions as Jensen's inequality does when
dealing with convex functions. We will apply it in the next section.
Lemma 2.4. Let h: R1  R1 be quasiconvex and lower semicontinuous.
Let . # L1[0, T]. Then
h \1T |
T
0
.(s) ds+ess sup0sT h(.(s)). (2.10)
Proof. Set :=1T T0 .(s) ds. Since h is quasiconvex, it follows from the
preceding lemma that h is supported by a piecewise linear function of the
form
y=(m(q&:)+h(:)) 7h(:)
at the point (:, h(:)). That is,
h(q)(m(q&:)+h(:)) 7 h(:)
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for all q # Rn. This is true even if m=+ or m=&, which will be the
case at points (:, h(:)) of discontinuity of h. Fix t # [0, T] and choose
q=.(t). Then
h(.(t))(m(.(t)&:)+h(:)) 7 h(:).
This holds for all t # [0, T]. Since : is the average of . on the interval
[0, T], there will always be times t so that .(t): as well as .(t):.
Therefore, the term m(.(t)&:) can always be made nonnegative by an
appropriate choice of t. We conclude that
ess sup
0sT
h(.(s))ess sup
0sT
(m(.(t)&:)+h(:)) 7 h(:)=h(:),
and this is the conclusion of the lemma. K
3. The HopfLax-Type Formula
Theorem 2.1 gives us a way of expressing any hamiltonian H satisfying
our assumptions as a supremum of linear functions over the level sets of a
quasiconvex function h. This is exactly the form of the hamiltonian for the
Bellman equation arising in L optimal control and calculus of variations.
Since viscosity solutions satisfy the uniqueness property, we will see that
we may explicitly calculate the solution if we can solve the associated
variational problem.
We will modify our assumtion (A4):
(A4$) H(#, p) is continuous in (#, p) # Rn+1.
Of course continuity implies upper semicontinuity and so Theorem 2.1
will still hold.
We also need the assumption
(B) g: Rn  R1 is Lipschitz continuous and bounded.
Theorem 3.1. Assume (A1)(A4$) and (B). The problem (2.1)(2.2) has
the unique viscosity solution
u(t, x)= min
y # Rn \h \
x&y
t +6 g( y )+ , x # Rn, t>0. (3.1)
Proof. Under our assumptions on H and g, (2.1)(2.2) possesses a
unique continuous viscosity solution u. Now we use the representation of
the hamiltonian given in Theorem 2.1:
ut+H(u, Du)=ut+sup[Du } q: q # Rn, h(q)u]=0, (3.2)
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where h(q)=inf[#: H(#, p)p } q \p # Rn]. According to Lemma 2.2, we
can rewrite eq. (3.2) as
max[ut+sup[Du } q: q # Rn, h(q)u], min
q # R n
h(q)&u]=0. (3.3)
In addition, the initial condition (2.2) can be written as
u(0, x)= min
q # R n
h(q) 6 g(x). (3.4)
Now that we have the equation and initial condition in the right form we
recognize it as the Bellman equation for the value function u of an L
variational problem [1, 4, 2]. The solution is given in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. A continuous viscosity solution of (2.1)(2.2) is given by
u(t, x)=inf[g( y) 6 ess sup
0st
h(!4 (s)): (!, y) # AC[0, t]_Rn,
!(0)=y, !(t)=x]. (3.5)
Assuming that the lemma is proved we may complete the proof of the
theorem. The value function u in (3.5) can be found due to the fact that the
optimal trajectories in the infimum in (3.5) will be proved to be straight
lines.
Lemma 3.3. Let u be defined by (3.5). Then
u(t, x)= min
y # Rn \h \
x&y
t +6 g( y )+ , x # Rn, t>0. (3.6)
Proof. Fix y # Rn and set !*(s)=y+(st)(x&y), the straight lines
joining (t, x) and (0, y). We will prove that !* is optimal in (3.5). First,
since !* is clearly admissible,
u(t, x)g( y ) 6 ess sup
0st
h(!4 *(s))=g( y) 6 ess sup
0st
h \x&yt +
=g( y) 6 h \x&yt + .
Since y # Rn was arbitrary,
u(t, x) inf
y # Rn \h \
x&y
t +6 g( y )+ . (3.7)
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To show the opposite inequality, let ! # AC[0, t], with !(t)=x. Then
use the extended Jensen inequality for quasiconvex functions Lemma 2.4
(recall that h is quasiconvex), to obtain
h \1t |
t
0
!4 (s) ds+ess sup0st h(!4 (s)). (3.8)
Set y=!(0). Then using (3.8) we get
g( y) 6h \x&yt +g( y) 6 ess sup0st h(!4 (s)). (3.9)
Since ! was arbitrary we obtain
inf
y # Rn \h \
x&y
t +6 g( y )+u(t, x). (3.10)
Combining (3.10) and (3.7) we conclude
u(t, x)= inf
y # Rn \h \
x&y
t +6 g( y )+ , (3.11)
and we have left to show that the infimum is actually attained. But this
immediate from Eq. (2.5) from Lemma 2.2. K
Proof of Lemma 3.2. In Lemma 3.3 we have shown u given by (3.5)
can be expressed as (3.1). We will prove that u given in (3.1) is a con-
tinuous viscosity solution of (2.1)(2.2). Many of the proofs obtained
below are modifications of those of Evans [9, Sect. 3.3, and Chapter 10].
Consequently, we will often only sketch the proofs.
(1) For any x # Rn and 0s<t,
u(t, x)= min
y # Rn \h \
x&y
t&s +6 u(s, y)+ . (3.12)
This is the dynamic programming principle for the L variational problem
in (3.5).
From (3.1), select z # Rn so that u(s, y)=h(( y&z)s) 6 g(z), with
0<s<t, y # Rn. Since h is quasiconvex
h \x&zt +h \
x&y
t&s +6 h \
y&z
s +
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and so
u(t, x)h \x&zt +6 g(z)
h \x&yt&s +6 h \
y&z
s +6 g(z)
=h \x&yt&s +6 u(s, y).
Since y was arbitrary
u(t, x) min
y # Rn
h \x&yt&s +6u(s, y).
A similar calculation leads to equality and (3.12) is proved.
(2) u satisfies the initial condition (2.2). In fact,
|u(t, x)&g(x)|max[ max
w # B(0, K)
H(g(x), w), K |q*|] t (3.13)
where K is the Lipschitz constant for g, and q* # Rn depends only on &g&,
the L norm of g.
To see that this is true, since inf h=&, there exists q* such that
h(q*)&&g&. Set y=x+tq* in (3.1) to get
u(t, x)h(q*) 6 g(x+tq*)=g(x+tq*)g(x)+K |q*| t
and so
u(t, x)&g(x)K |q*| t. (3.14)
Next,
u(t, x)= min
y # Rn \h \
x&y
t +6 g( y )+
 min
y # Rn \h \
x&y
t +6 (g(x)&K |x&y | )+
= min
y # Rn \h \
x&y
t +6\g(x)&Kt
|x&y|
t ++
=min
z # Rn
((h(z)&g(x)) 6 (&Kt |z| ))+g(x)
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=&max
z # R n
((g(x)&h(z)) 7 Kt |z| )+g(x)
=&max[ max
[z: g<h]
((g(x)&h(z)) 7 Kt |z| ),
max
[z: hg]
((g(x)&h(z)) 7 Kt |z| )]+g(x)
=&max[ max
[z: g<h]
(g(x)&h(z)), max
[z: hg]
((g(x)&h(z)) 7 Kt |z| )]+g(x)
=& max
[z: hg]
((g(x)&h(z)) 7 Kt |z| )+g(x)
& max
[z: hg]
(Kt |z| )+g(x)
=&t max
[z # R n: h(z)g(x)]
max
w # B(0, K)
z } w+g(x)
=&t max
w # B(0, K)
H(g(x), w)+g(x).
Consequently,
u(t, x)&g(x)&t max
w # B(0, K)
H(g(x), w). (3.15)
Combining (3.14) and (3.15) we obtain (3.13). This proves (2).
(3) u is Lipschitz continuous.
We sketch the proof of (3). We may select y # Rn so that for fixed
(t, x) # (0, )_Rn
u(t, x)=g( y) 6 h \x&yt + .
Then
u(t, x$)&u(t, x)=min
z # R n \h \
x$&z
t +6 g(z)+&h \
x&y
t +6 g( y )
h \x&yt +6g(x$&x+y)&h \
x&y
t +6 g( y )
| g(x$&x+y )&g( y )|
K |x$&x|.
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Interchanging x and x$ we see that u is Lipschitz in x with Lipschitz
constant  the Lipschitz constant of g. To establish Lipschitz continuity
in t we use (3.12) and calculate just as in obtaining (3.13) in step (2).
(4) u is a viscosity solution of (2.1).
We must show that
(a) u is a subsolution, i.e., if u&. has a zero maximum at
(t0 , x0) # 0 for a smooth function , # C(0), then
.t(t0 , x0)+Husc(.(t0 , x0), Dx.(t0 , x0))0, (3.16)
and
(b) u is a supersolution, i.e., if u&. has a zero minimum at
(t0 , x0) # 0 for a smooth function . # C(0), then
.t(t0 , x0)+Hlsc(.(t0 , x0), Dx.(t0 , x0))0. (3.17)
Here Husc and Hlsc denote the upper and lower, respectively, semicon-
tinuous envelopes of H. In general, these envelopes may not be the same,
but since we are assuming that H is continuous, H usc=Hlsc. According to
[3], we may use the representations
Husc(#, p)=H(#&0, p), and Hlsc(#, p)=H(#+0, p). (3.18)
We will prove now that u given in (3.1) is a subsolution; the proof for
a supersolution will be omitted.
Let u&. achieve a zero maximum at (t0 , x0) # 0, with . # C. If u is
not a subsolution, taking note of (3.18), there is a $>0 so that
.t+H(.&$, Dx.)=.t+ max
[q: h(q).(t 0, x0)&$]
Dx. } q$>0.
Using Lemma 2.2, there exists q$ so that h(q$).(t0 , x0)&$ and
.t+Dx.(t0 , x0) } q$$. (3.19)
Set _=t0&t, x=x0&_q$ in the inequality obtained from (3.12)
u(t0 , x0)h \x0&xt0&t +6 u(t, x)
to get, since u&. has a zero maximum at (t0 , x0),
.(t0 , x0)=u(t0 , x0)h(q$) 6 u(t0&_, x0&_q$)
h(q$) 6 .(t0&_, x0&#q$),
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if _>0 is sufficiently small. Consequently,
0(h(q$)&.(t0 , x0)) 6 (.(t0&_, x0&_q$)&.(t0 , x0)),
for all small _. Since h(q$).(t0 , x0)&$, it must then be true that
.(t0&_, x0&#q$)&.(t0 , x0)0. But then, dividing by _ and sending
_  0 gives us
.t+Dx.(t0 , x0) } q$0. (3.20)
which contradicts (3.19). The proof of the lemma is complete. K
Remark 3.1. The hamiltonian H(#, p) is not actually required to be
continuous in #. All that is needed is that H be upper semicontinuous in #
and Hlsc(#, p)=H(#+0, p). The proof of Theorem 3.1 carries over with
minor changes.
Example. Referring to the example given earlier, we consider the
problem ut+eu |Du|=0 on (0, )_R1, with u(0, x)=|x|. The HopfLax
formula (3.1) yields
u(t, x)=0, if |x|t,
u(t, x)=y0 , if |x|>t,
where y0>0 is the unique solution of xt=e y0+( y0 t).
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